MA Programs by Subject Area

This list of degrees available by subject area is not exhaustive, but represents the types of degrees available at each university. Individual overseas university websites contain the most current degree listings.

Interdisciplinary Schemes

**Essex**
- MA Ethics, Politics, and Public Policy
- MEnv Environment, Science and Society
- MA European Integration
- MA Gender Studies
- MSc Computational Agent Networks and E-Markets
- MSc Computational Finance

**King’s**
- MA Mediterranean Studies
- MA Text & Performance Studies
- MA European Politics & Society
- MA Critical Methodologies
- MA Cultural & Creative Industries
- MA Visual & Performing Arts: Promenade Concerts

**Accounting, Finance and Management**

**Essex**
- MSc Accounting and Finance
- MSc Accounting and Management
- MSc Finance
- MSc Finance and Management
- MSc International Finance
- MSc International Management
- MA Management Studies
- MSc Health Service Management/Research
- MSc Primary Healthcare Management
- MSc Financial Economics
- MSc Computational Finance
- MPhil Business Leisure Management
- MSc Accounting and Financial Economics
- MSc Financial and Business Economics

**King’s**
- MSc Human Resource Management & Organizational Analysis
- MSc International Management
- MRes Management and Social Science

**Queen’s**
- MSc Finance

**York**
- MSc Management
- MSc Management with Business Finance

**Bond**
- Master of Accounting
- Master of Finance
- Master of Business and Information Technology

**ANU**
- Master of Management
- Master of Management (Technology)
- Master of Financial Management
- Master of Finance
- Master of Financial Management

**Acting**

**Essex**
- MA Acting
- MA Acting for TV, Film and Radio

**Agriculture**

**Essex**
- MSc in the following areas: Crop Science and Production, Postharvest Technology, Animal Science, Production and Management, Landscape Management and Garden Design, Business and Leisure Management, Countryside Management

**American (United States) Studies**

**Essex**
- MA Literature: American Poetry and Prose
- MPhil American Studies

**Glasgow**
- MLitt American Studies
- MLitt Atlantic Studies
Anthropology
Queen’s
MA Social Anthropology
MA Anthropology of Music
MA Anthropology (Environment and Culture)
MA Anthropology (New Frontiers)

ANU
Master of Applied Anthropology and Participatory Development
MA Biological Anthropology
MA Anthropology
MA Aboriginal Studies

Archaeology
Glasgow
MPhil Aerial Photography with Geophysical Survey in Archaeology
MPhil Archaeological Studies
MPhil Mediterranean Archaeology
MPhil Medieval Archaeology
MLitt Medieval and Renaissance Studies

Queen’s
MA Archaeology
MSc Palaeoecology
MSc Historical Archaeology (Post-Medieval Archaeology)
MSC Environmental Archaeology

York
MA Archaeological Heritage Management
MA Archaeology of Buildings
MA Conservation Studies (Historic Buildings)
MA Historic Landscape Studies
MA Field Archaeology
MA Historical Archaeology
MA Medieval Archaeology
MSc Zooarchaeology
MA Archaeological Research
MA Medieval Studies
MSc Archaeological Information Systems

ANU
MA specializing in Archaeology

Architecture
Queen’s
MSc Architecture

Area Studies
Glasgow
MPhil Scottish Studies
MSc Russian and East European Studies

King’s
MA Area Studies: Australia
MA Mediterranean Studies
MA Brazilian Studies
MA Portuguese Studies

Queen’s
MA Irish Studies

Art
ANU
Master of Arts
Master of Visual Arts

Asian Studies
Essex
MA Sociology of Japan
MA Study of Contemporary Japan

Glasgow
MSc China in the International Arena

ANU
MA (Asian Studies) specializing in Applied Japanese Linguistics
MA (Asian Studies) specializing in East Asian Studies
MA (Asian Studies) specializing in South Asian Studies
MA (Asian Studies) specializing in Southeast Asian Studies

Bond
Master of Chinese Studies

Biological & Life Sciences
Essex
MEnv Environment, Science and Society
MSc Sports Science (Fitness and Health)
MSc Human and Equine Sports Science
MSc Biotechnology
MRes Sports Science
MSc Bioinformatics
Biological & Life Sciences

Glasgow
MRes Biomedical & Life Sciences (Infection & Immunity)
MRes Bioinformatics
MRes Ecology & Environmental Biology
MRes Evolutionary Biology & Systematics
MRes Marine & Freshwater Ecology & Environmental Management

King’s
MSc Biomedical Science Research
MSc Biomedical Sciences Research (Cardiovascular Biology)
MSc Biomedical Sciences Research (Neurobio)
MSc Biopharmacy
MSc Aeromedical Research
MSc Aviation Medicine
MSc Drug Discovery Skills
MSc Human & Applied Physiology
MSc Pain
MSc Pharmacology
MSc Rehabilitation Sciences
MSc Aquatic Resource Management
MSc Biopharmacy
MSc Forensic Science
MSc General Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
MSc Gerontology
MSc Immunology
MSc Molecular Life Sciences Research
MSc Nutrition
MSc Pharmaceutical Analysis & Quality Control
MSc Pharmaceutical Technology
MSc Public Health
MA Physiotherapy
MA Science Education
MSc Philosophy and History of Science
MSc Philosophy and History of Science
MA Science Education
MSc Physiotherapy

Queen’s
MSc Nursing
MSc Midwifery
MSc Applied Environmental Sciences

York
MRes in Biomolecular Science
MRes in Ecology and Environmental Management
MRes in Bioinformatics
MRes in Mathematics in the Living Environment

ANU
Master of Applied Epidemiology
Master of Applied Epidemiology (Indigenous Health)
Master of Population Health

Business

Glasgow
MBA

Queen’s
MBA

Bond
MBA
Master of Business
Master of Business and Information Technology
Master of Accounting
Master of Commerce
Master of Electronic Commerce
Master of Finance
Master of International Business

ANU
MBA
MA Business Administration (Public Sector)
MA Management Industry Strategy
MA Management in Technology Commercialisation
MA Management in Industry Development
MA Management in Project Management
MA Management in Technology and Innovation
MA Management in Environmental Management
MA Management in Infrastructure Management
MA Commerce

Byzantine & Modern Greek Studies

King’s
MA Modern Greek Studies
MA Late Antique & Byzantine Studies

Queen’s
MA Byzantine Studies and Modern Greek
MA Byzantine Archaeology and Text

Celtic and Irish Studies

Glasgow
MPhil Medieval Celtic Studies

Queen’s
MA Celtic
MA Irish and Celtic Studies
MA Irish Studies
Chemistry

Essex
MPhil Biological Chemistry

Glasgow
MSc Environmental Analytical Chemistry

King’s
MSc Forensic Science
MSc Science Education

Queen’s
MSc Environmental Chemistry

York
MRes in Biomolecular Science
MRes in Clean Chemical Technology

Classics

Glasgow
MPhil Classics

King’s
MA Classics
MA Classical Art & Archaeology
MA Ancient History
MA Classics Education

ANU
MA specializing in Classics

Communications

Essex
MSc in Telecommunications and Information Systems

Queen’s
MSc Communication

Bond
Master of Communication
Master of Film and Television
Master of Interactive Media
Master of Journalism

ANU
MSc in Scientific Communication

Computer Science

Essex
MSc Computer Science (Artificial Intelligence and Agents)
MSc Computer Studies

MSC E-Commerce Technology
MSc Embedded Systems and Robotics
MSc Computer and Information Networks
MSc Telecommunication and Information Systems
MSc Computer and Information Networks
MSc Photonics
MSc Physics of Laser Communication
MSc Information Technology and Internet Law
MSc Statistics and Computer Science
MSC E-commerce and Technology
MSC Computational and E-markets

Glasgow
MSc Information Technology
MPhil Digital Management & Preservation
MPhil Advanced Computing Science
MSC Ecommerce and Technology
MSc Computing Science
MSc Psycholinguistics

King’s
MSc Advanced Computing
MSc Advanced Software Engineering
MSc Language, Logic & Computation
MSc Computing & Internet Systems
MA Applied Computing in the Humanities
MA IT Education

Queen’s
MSc Computer Science and Applications
MSc Computer Based Learning

York
MRes in Bioinformatics
MSc in Information Processing
MSc in Safety Critical Systems Engineering
MSc in Software Engineering

ANU
MA Information Technology (eScience)
MA Software Engineering
MA Computing (Soft Eng)

Bond
Master of Business and Information Technology
Master of Information Technology
Master of Information Technology Management
Master of Science (Information Technology)

Criminology

Essex
MA Criminology and Sociology
MA Criminological Research
Criminology  
**Glasgow**  
MSc Criminal Justice

**Bond**  
Master of Criminology

Culture  
**King’s**  
MA American Studies  
MA Area Studies (Australia)  
MA Cities, Culture & Social Change  
MA Contemporary Cinema Cultures  
MA Cultural & Creative Industries  
MA French Literature & Culture  
MA Language, Ethnicity & Education  
MA Mediterranean Studies

Demography  
**ANU**  
MA in Demography  
MA in Population Studies

Dentistry  
**King’s**  
MSc Community Dental Practice  
MSc Conservative Dentistry  
MSc Dental Public Health  
MSc Experimental Oral Medicine  
MSc Prosthetic Dentistry  
MSc Endodontics

Design  
**Bond**  
Master of Design

Earth Sciences  
**ANU**  
MSc in Geoscience  
MSc in Regolith Studies

Economics  
**Essex**  
MSc Accounting and Financial Economics  
MSc Economics and Econometrics  
MSc Financial Economics and Econometrics  
MSc Financial Economics  
MSc Economics  
MSc Financial and Business Economics  
MSc International Economics  
MSc Applied Economics and Data Analysis  
MSc Management Economics  
MSc Applied Social and Economic Research  
MA Sociology and Panel Data Analysis  
MA Social Science Data Analysis  
MPhil Statistics  

**Glasgow**  
MPhil Contemporary Economic History  
MPhil Development Studies  
MSc Economics  
MPhil Economic Development  
MPhil Economic Planning & Policy Analysis  
MSc Enterprise & Business Growth  
MSc Environment & Sustainable Development  
MPhil International Finance  
MSc Management Research  
MPhil Monetary Economics & Finance  
MSc Finance and Economic Growth  
MSc Housing Studies  
MRes Human Geography  
MSc Project Planning and Development Policy  
MSc Urban Housing and Practice  
MSc Urban Regeneration  
MSc Urban Policy and Practice  

**York**  
MSc Economics  
MSc Econometrics and Economics  
MSc Health Economics  
MSc Project Analysis, Finance and Investment  
MSc Public Economics  
MSc Economic and Social Policy Analysis  
MSc Economic and Social History  
MSc Economics and Finance  
MSc Finance and Econometrics  
MSc Finance  

**ANU**  
Master of Economics  
Master of Economics of Development  
Master of International and Development Economics  
Master of Regulatory Economics  
Master of Diplomacy  
Master of International and Development Economics  
Master of Applied Econ  
Master of Economic Policy
Education

**Glasgow**
- MSc Adult & Continuing Education
- MEd Education
- MPhil Educational Research
- MPhil Educational Studies
- Med or MPhil in Psychology
- MSc Science & Science Education
- MSc Educational Studies
- MSc Psychological Studies

**King’s**
- MA Education and Professional Studies
- MA Applied Language Studies in Education
- MA Classics Education
- MA Computers in Education
- MA Education Management
- MA English Education
- MA English Language Teaching & Applied Linguistics
- MSc Health & Society
- MA Language, Ethnicity and Education
- MA Mathematics Education
- MA Modern Foreign Languages Education
- MA Religious Education
- MA Science Education
- MA Theology & Education
- MA Urban Education
- MA Youth Ministry & Theological Education
- MA Health Promotion
- MSc Professional Leadership in Healthcare

**Queen’s**
- MEd Education
- MSc Education
- MSc TESOL
- MSc International Studies in Education
- MSc Art Therapy

**York**
- MA Educational Studies
- MA Citizenship and Global Education
- MA Educational Research Methods
- MA Language Learning and Education
- MA Science Education
- MA TESOL
- MA Equity Issues in Education

**Bond**
- Master of Arts (Language Teaching TESOL or LOTE)

**ANU**
- Master of Higher Education

Eighteenth Century Studies

**York**
- MA Representations and Contexts, 1750-1850
- MA Romantic and Sentimental Literature
- MA Modern History: The Age of Revolutions, 1750-1850
- MA Writing Women in Britain & North America, 1740-1820

Electronics Engineering

**Essex**
- MSc Computer and Information Networks
- MSc the Physics of Laser Communications
- MSc Telecommunication and Information Systems
- MSc Photonics

**York**
- MA/MSc Music Technology
- MSc Communications Engineering

**ANU**
- MA Electronic Arts

Engineering

**Essex**
- MSc Physics of Laser Communications
- MSc Photonics
- MSc Telecommunication and Infor. Systems
- MSc Computer and Information Networks

**Glasgow**
- MSc Electronics & Electrical Engineering
- MSc Geotechnical Engineering
- MSc Marine Technology
- MSc System Level Integration
- MSc Structural Engineering
- MSc Water Resources Engineering Management
- MSc Desalination Technology
- MSc Space Mission Analysis and Design
- MSc Technical Management of Ship Operations
- MSc Flood Risk Management

**King’s**
- MSc Logic, Language and Computation
- MSc Computer-aided Mechanical Engineering
- MSc Construction Law & Arbitration
- MSc Digital Signal Processing
- MSc Electronics Research
- MSc Engineering Science with specialization in one of: Design, Biomaterials, Biofluid Flows, Biomechanics or Robotics
- MSc Mechanical Engineering Research
- MSc Mechatronics
MSc Personal & Mobile Communications
MSc Medical Engineering and Physics
MSc Advanced Computing

Queen’s
MSc Electronics
MSc Engineering Computation
MSc Environmental Engineering
MSc Manufacturing Systems Engineering
MSc Polymer Engineering
MSc Process Engineering
MSc Telecommunications
MSc Manufacturing Technology, Design and Management
MSc Electrical and Electronic Engineering
MSc Materials Science

ANU
Master of Engineering
Master of Engineering H
Master of Photonics

English Language & Literature

Essex
MA Literature: American Poetry and Prose
MA Literature: Drama and Theatre
MA Literature: Modernity Present and Future
MA Literature: Translation and Comparative Literature
MA Literature: Early Modern Texts, Theatre & Cultures
MA Film and Literature
MA Film Studies
MA Gender Studies
MA Postcolonial Studies

Glasgow
MPhil Creative Writing
MPhil English Language and Linguistics
MPhil Literature, Theology & the Arts
MPhil Modernities
MPhil Romanticism & the Forms of Modernity
MPhil Scottish Literature
MLitt German Modern Thought
MLitt Medieval and Renaissance Studies
MLitt European Culture/Thought and Literature
MLitt Slavonic Studies

King’s
MA American Studies
MA Comparative Literature
MA English
MA English in Education
MA English: Writing, Gender & Culture

MA English: Medieval Literature & Language
MA English: Early Modern Studies (Renaissance to 18th Century)
MA English: 19th Century Studies
MA English: 20th Century Studies
MA English: American Literature & Culture
MA English: The History of the Language
MA Text & Performance Studies
MA Shakespearean Studies: Text & Playhouse

Queen’s
MA English: English Language & Linguistics
MA English: Irish Writing
MA English: Medieval Studies
MA English: Modern Literary Studies
MA English: Reconceiving the Renaissance
MA English: Creative Writing

York
MA Writing and Performance
MA Renaissance Literature 1500-1700
MA Romantic and Sentimental Literature, 1770-1830
MA 18th Century Studies: Representations and Contexts, 1750-1850
MA Modern Literature and Culture: 1850 to the Present
MA Medieval Studies
MA Medieval English Literatures
MA Writing and Performance (Drama, Film, TV)
MA Writing Women in Britain & North America, 1740-1820
MA Cultures of Empire, Resistance and Postcoloniality

ANU
MA specializing in English

European Studies

Essex
MA European Integration
MA European Politics
LLM European Business Law
MA European Art from the Renaissance to 19th Century
MA Continental Philosophy

Glasgow
MPhil Russian & East European Studies
MRes Russian, Central & East European Studies

King’s
MA European Studies
Queen's
MSc European Integration
MA in European Literature and Culture
MSc European Public Policy
MA European & Global Governance

Environment
Essex
MEnv Environment, Science and Society

Glasgow
Ecology and Environment Bio – see Bio Studies
MEnv Marine and Fresh Water Ecology

King's
MA Cities, Culture and Social Change
MA Environment, Politics and Globalization
MA Environment & Development
MSc Aquatic Resource Management
MA Geography
MA Tourism, Environment and Development

Queen’s
MSc Applied Environmental Sciences
MSc Town and Country Planning
MSc Rural Development and Project Management

York
MSc in Environmental Economics and Environmental Management
MSc in Environmental Economics
MRes in Ecology and Environmental Management

ANU
Master of Environmental Management and Development
Master of Environmental Science
Master of Forestry

Food Science
Queen’s
MSc Food Science

French
Glasgow
MPhil Contemporary French Language
MPhil European Thought, Literature & Cultures

King’s
MA French Literature & Culture

Queen’s
MA French
MA French and Linguistics

Gender Studies
Essex
MA Gender Studies
MA Gender, Culture and Society
MA Gender History

Glasgow
MA Gender, Rights and Development

Queen’s
MA Women & Gender Studies

York
MA Women’s Studies
MSc Women, Development and Administration

Geography
Glasgow
MPhil Development Studies
MSc Environment & Sustainable Development
MRes Human Geography

King’s
MA Cities, Culture & Social Change
MA Environment & Development
MA Environment, Politics & Globalization
MA Geography
MSc Geography
MA International Boundary Studies
MSc Monitoring, Modelling & Management of Environmental Change
MA Tourism, Environment & Development

ANU
Master of Geographical Sciences

Finance – See Accounting

Film Studies
Essex
MA Film Studies
MA Art and Film Studies
MA Film and Literature

King’s
MA Contemporary Cinema Cultures
MA Digital Culture and Technology
MA Visual and Performance Arts
German
Glasgow
MA German Thought, Modern

King's
MA German: Modern German Literature: Writers & Theory
MA German Linguistics

Queen's
MA German Studies
MA: Germany in Europe
MA German-Jewish Studies

Health Studies
Essex
MSc Advanced Clinical Practice
MSc Counselling Studies
MSc Health Service Management and Research
MSc Infection Control
MSc Primary Health Care Management and Commissioning
MSc Public Health
MSc Primary Health Care
MSc Supervisory and Reflective Practice

King's College
MSc Community Health
MSc Dietetics
MSc Health and Society
MSc Health Psychology
MSc Nutrition
MSc Public Health

ANU
Master of Applied Epidemiology

Bond
Master of Behaviour Management
Master of Counseling
Master of Pain Management
Master of Sports Science

History
Essex
MA History
MA Comparative History
MA Gender History
MA History of Race, Class and Gender
MA Researching British History
MA Local and Regional History
MA Cultural and Social History

MA War, Experience and Memory

Glasgow
MPhil History
MPhil Medieval Scottish Studies
MPhil Social History
MPhil History and Computing
MPhil History and Computing (with an emphasis on the History of Medicine)
MPhil History (with an emphasis on the History of Medicine)

King's
MA American Studies
MA Medieval History (European Literary & Historical Studies)
MA Imperial & Commonwealth History
MA Ancient History
MA Early Modern History
MA American Studies
MA Ancient History
MA Area Studies (Australia)
MA Classical Art & Archaeology
MA Classics
MA Conflict, Security and Development
MA Early Modern History
MA European Studies
MA History of Christianity
MA History: Imperial & Commonwealth
MA Intelligence and International Security
MA Medieval History: European Literary & Historical Studies
MA Mediterranean Studies
MA Patristics
MA War Studies

Queen's
MA Ancient History
MA British History
MA Irish History
MA Irish Women's History

York
MA Historical Research
MA Modern History-History and Culture
MA Women's and Gender History
MA Representations and Contexts, 1750 – 1850
MA History and Politics – Popular Movements
MA Railway Studies
MA Modern History
MA Medieval History
MA Medieval Studies
MA Local History
ANU
MA specializing in History

History of Art
Essex
MA Art History and Theory
MA European Art from the Renaissance to 19th Century
MA Modern Art: Painting and Its Discontents
MA Architecture: City and Country
MA Latin American Art and Architecture
MA Pre-Columbian and Native American Art
MA Gallery Studies
MA Art and Film Studies
MA Contemporary Art, Criticism and Philosophy

Glasgow
MPhil Art, Design and Architecture in Education
MPhil Decorative Arts Programme in Partnership with Bonhams Auctioneers*

York
MA History of Art
MA Medieval Studies
MA Representations & Contexts 1750-1850

ANU
MA specializing in Art History and Curatorship
MA specializing in Art History

Human Rights
Essex
MA Theory and Practice of Human Rights
LLM International Human Rights Law
MA European Integration
MEnv Environment Science and Society
MPhil Human Rights
LLM UK Human Rights and Public Law
MA Ethics, Politics and Public Policy

Glasgow
MSC Human Rights and International Politics
LLM Human Rights Law

Journalism
Bond
Master of Journalism

Law
Essex
LLM European Community Law
LLM International Human Rights Law
LLM International Trade Law

MA Ethics, Politics, and Public Policy
LLM European Business Law
LLM UK Human Rights & Public Law
LLM Information Technology, Media & E-Commerce

Glasgow
LLM Human Rights Law
LLM Commercial Law
LLM International Law
LLM Law
LLM Legal History
LLM European Legal Studies
LLM Medical Law & Ethics

King’s
LLM (Master of Law)
MSc Construction Law & Arbitration
MA International Peace & Security
MA Advanced European Legal Studies
MA Healthcare Ethics
MSC Infotech and Internet Law

Queen’s
LLM Computers and Law
LLM Human Rights Law
MSc Criminal Justice
MSc Criminology
MSc/LLM Human Rights and Criminal Justice

Bond
Master of Laws
Master of Laws (Corporate and Commercial Law)
Master of Laws (Dispute Resolution)
Master of Laws (International Trade Law)
Master of Laws (Legal Practice)
Master of Business Law
Master of Business Law (Corporate/Commercial Law)
Master of Business Law (International Trade Law)
Master of Jurisprudence
Master of Jurisprudence (Corporate/Commercial Law)
Master of Jurisprudence (Dispute Resolution)
Master of Jurisprudence (International Trade Law)

ANU
Master of Environmental Law
Master of Government and Commercial Law
Master of Intellectual Property Law
Master of International Law
Master of Laws
Master of Laws (Legal Practice)
Master of Legal Studies
Master of Diplomacy/Master of International Law
| **Linguistics** |
| Essex |
| MPhil Language and Linguistics |
| MA Applied Linguistics |
| MA Computational Linguistics |
| MA English Language and Linguistics |
| MA English Language Teaching |
| MA Language Acquisition |
| MA Linguistics |
| MA Psycholinguistics and Neurolinguistics |
| MA Phonology |
| MA Sociolinguistics |
| MA Syntax |
| MA Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) |
| MA Language Disorders |
| MA Language Testing and Program Evaluation |

| **King’s** |
| MSc Computational Linguistics & Formal Grammar |
| MA Critical Methodologies |
| MA English Language Teaching & Applied Linguistics |
| MA German Linguistics |
| MA Language, Ethnicity & Education |
| MA Linguistics & Philosophy |

| **York** |
| MA Linguistics |
| MA Syntax and Semantics |
| MA Phonetics and Phonology |
| MA Language Variation and Change |
| MA Applied Linguistics |

| **ANU** |
| Master of Applied Linguistics |
| Master of Linguistics |
| Master of Translation Studies |
| Master of Teaching English as a Foreign Language |
| Master of Translation Studies |

| **Materials Science** |
| Queen’s |
| MSc Materials Science |

| **Mathematics & Statistics** |
| Essex |
| MSc Statistics and Operational Research |
| MSc Statistics and Data Analysis |
| MSc Statistics and Computer Science |
| MSc Statistics with Econometrics |
| MSc Operational Research and Computer Science |

| **King’s** |
| MSc Mathematics (Pure Mathematics or Mathematical Physics) |
| MSc Information Processing & Neural Networks |
| MSc Financial Mathematics |

| **York** |
| MSc Data Analysis, Networks and Nonlinear Dynamics |
| MRes Mathematics in the Living Environment |
| MSC Mathematical Finance |

| **ANU** |
| Master of Mathematical Sciences |
| Master of Actuarial Studies |
| Master of Applied Statistics |

| **Medicine** |
| **Glasgow** |
| MSc Clinical Pharmacology |
| MSc Human Nutrition |
| MSc Medical Genetics |
| Master of Midwifery |
| Master of Nursing |
| MPH Public Health |
| MSc Clinical Nutrition |
| MSc Palliative Care |

| **King’s** |
| MSc Assistive Technology |
| MSc Dermatology |
| MSc Epileptology |
| MSc Health Psychology |
| MSc Healthcare & Ethnic Minorities |
| MSc Healthcare Informatics |
| MSc Medical Engineering & Physics |
| MSc Mental Health Studies |
| MSc Nuclear Medicine – Science and Practice |
| MSc Palliative Care |

| **Queen’s** |
| MMedSc Education for the Healthcare Profession |

| **Medieval & Renaissance Studies** |
| **Glasgow** |
| MPhil Medieval Celtic Studies |
| MPhil Medieval Scottish Studies |
| MPhil Medieval Archaeology |
| MPhil Medieval & Renaissance Studies |

| **King’s** |
| MA Medieval Studies (Western Europe) |
MA Medieval History (European Literary & Historical Studies)

York
MA Medieval History
MA Medieval Studies
MA Medieval Archaeology
MA Medieval English Literatures

Music
King’s
MMus Music

Queen’s
MA Ethnomusicology
MA Anthropology of Music
MA Composition
MA Music
MSC Sonic Arts

York
MA Community Music
MA Music
MA/MSc Music Technology

ANU
Master of Music
Master of Arts (Electronic Arts)

Nursing & Midwifery
Essex
MSc Nursing Studies
MSc Advanced Clinical Practice
MSc Nursing

King’s
MSc Advanced Midwifery Practice
MSc Community Health
MSc Nursing Research

Queen’s
MSc Nursing
MSc Midwifery

Philosophy
Essex
MA Continental Philosophy
MA Philosophy and Psychoanalysis
MA Ethics, Politics and Public Policy
MA Theory and Practice of Human Rights

Glasgow
MPhil Philosophy 1
MPhil Philosophy 2

King’s
MA Philosophy
MA Philosophy of Psychology
MSc Philosophy of Mental Disorder
MSc Philosophy & History of Science
MSc Computational Linguistics & Formal Grammar

Queen’s
MA Philosophy

York
MA Aesthetics: The Continental & Analytic Traditions
MA Philosophy
MA Representations and Contexts, 1750-1850

Physics
Essex
MSc Physics of Laser Communications

King’s
MRes Image & X-Ray Physics

Queen’s
MSc Opto-Electronics & Optical Information Processing

Political Science
Essex
MA Comparative Democratisation
MA European Politics
MA Ideology and Discourse Analysis
MA International Relations
MA Latin American Government and Politics
MA Political Behaviour
MA Political Economy
MA Political Theory
MA Politics
MA British Government and Politics
MA Public Opinion and Polling

Glasgow
MPhil Political Philosophy
MPhil Scottish Politics
MSc Human Rights and International Politics
MSc International Politics

King’s
MA Area Studies (Australia)
MA Conflict, Security and Development
MA Environment, Politics & Globalisation
MA European Studies
MA Intelligence and International Security
MA International Peace & Security
MA Mediterranean Studies
MA War Studies

Queen’s
MA Comparative Ethnic Conflict
MA Irish Politics
MA International Politics
MA European and Global Governance
MSc European Public Policy
MA Politics
MA Theory, Culture and Identity

York
MA Political Philosophy (The Idea of Toleration)
MA Political Philosophy
MA Public Administration and Public Policy
MA Comparative Politics
MA History and Politics – Popular Movements
MA Post-war Recovery Studies
MA Political Research
MA Conflict, Governance and Development

Bond
Master of Global Governance and Regional Politics
Master of International Diplomacy
Master of International Relations

ANU
Master of Public Policy in Development Administration
Master of Public Policy in Policy Analysis
Master of Public Policy in Infrastructure Management
Master of Public Policy in Industry Strategy
Master of Public Policy in Environmental Law
Master of Public Policy International Policy
Master of Public Policy Public Management
Master of Development Administration
Master of Infrastructure Management
Master of Public Administration
Master of Public Policy
Master of Diplomacy/Master of Public Administration

Psychology & Psychoanalytic Studies
Essex
MSc Cognitive Neuropsychology
MSc Developmental Neuropsychology
MSc Cognitive Neurolinguistics
MA Psychoanalytic Studies
MA Jungian and Post-Jungian Studies
MA Philosophy and Psychoanalysis

MA Refugee Car
MA Psychoanalysis of Organizations
MSC Psychological Research Methods

Glasgow
MSc Psychological Science
MSc Psycholinguistics

Queen’s
MSc Developmental and Educational Psychology
MSc Occupational Psychology

York
MSc Reading, Language and Cognition
MSc Applied Forensic Psychology
MPhil Communication Studies
MSc Cognitive Neuroscience

Bond
Master of Psychology (Clinical) 2 years
Master of Psychology (Health) 2 years

ANU
Master of Clinical Psychology 2 years

Public Relations
Bond
Master of Public Relations

Railway Studies
York
MA Railway Studies

Scottish Studies
Glasgow
MPhil Scottish Studies
MPhil Scottish Literature

Slavonic Languages & Literature
Glasgow
MPhil Czech
MPhil Russian
MPhil Slavonic Languages
MPhil Slavonic & East European Studies
MPhil Slavonic Languages & Literatures
MPhil Polish

Social Sciences and Social Work
Glasgow
MSc Politics, Research Methods
MSc Research Methods of Psychological Science
MPhil Social Research*
MPhil Social Science Research
MSc Advanced Social Work
MSc Systemic Psychotherapy

**Essex**
MA Sociology and Panel Data Analysis
MSc Applied Economics and Data Analysis

**York**
MA Social Policy
MA Public Services Management
MA Childcare Studies
MA Non-Directive Play Therapy
MSW Social Work

**Socialist Theory & Movements**

**Glasgow**
MPhil Socialist Theory & Movements

**Sociology**

**Essex**
MA Gender, Culture and Society
MA Cultural and Social History
MA Sociological Research
MA Sociology of Japan
MA Sociology and Health Studies
MA Sociology and Panel Data Analysis
MA Sociology of Development
MA Criminology and Sociology
MA Nation, Citizenship and Human Rights
MA Media, Culture and Society
MA Sociology

**Glasgow**
MPhil Sociology

**Queen’s**
MA Women & Gender Studies
MA Religion & Society

**York**
MA Sociology of Contemporary Culture
MA Social Research in Contemporary Sociology
MA Childcare Studies
MA Non-Directive Play Therapy
MA Public Services Management
MA Social Policy
MA New Medical Technologies and Society

**Spanish & Latin American Studies**

**Essex**
MA Latin American Art and Architecture

**MA Comparative History**
MA Latin American Government and Politics
MA Native American Studies
MA Political Economy
MA International Relations
MA Sociology of Development

**King’s**
MA Spanish & Latin American Studies

**Queen’s**
MA Hispanic Studies
MA Image and Text

**Sports Science**

**Essex**
MSc Sports Science (Fitness and Health)
MSc Human and Equine Sports Science
MRes Sports and Exercise Science

**Statistics**

**Glasgow**
MSc Statistics

**Essex**
MSc Statistics and Data Analysis
MSC Statistics and Econometrics
MSc Statistics and Computer Science
MSc Applied Econ and Data Analysis
MA Sociology and Panel Data Analysis
MA Social Science Data Analysis

**ANU**
MA Actuarial Studies
MA Applied Statistics

**Telecommunications**

MPhil Electronic Systems Engineering
MSc Telecommunication and Information Systems

**Theatre, Film & Television Studies**

**Essex**
MA Theatre: Contemporary Practice
MA Theatre: Shakespeare: Text, Theory and Practice
MA Film and Literature
MA Film Studies
MA in Acting/Theatre (at East 15 Acting School)

**Glasgow**
MPhil Dramaturgy
MPhil Theatre Research
MPhil Film and TV Studies
King's
MA Text & Performance Studies
MA Shakespearean Studies: Text & Playhouse

Queen's
MA Film Studies
MA Drama

York
MA Writing and Performance (Drama/Film/TV)

Bond
Master of Film and Television

Theology & Religious Studies
Glasgow
MPhil Theology
MPhil Literature, Theology & the Arts

King's
MA Anthropology & Sociology of Religion
MA Biblical Studies: Old Testament
MA Christian Ethics
MA History of Christianity
MA Indian Religions
MA Islamic Studies
MA Patristics
MA Philosophy of Religion
MA Systematic Theology

Queen's
MA of Theology
MA of Divinity

Urban Studies
Glasgow
MPhil Urban Policy
MRes Urban Research

War Studies
King's
MA War Studies
MA Conflict, Security and Development
MSC War and Psychiatry
MA Intelligence and International Security

Women's Studies – also see Gender Studies

York
MA Women's Studies
MA Women's Studies (Humanities)
MA Women's Studies (Social Research)